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PREFACE 
In the past f ew decades industrialization and mass 
production have decreased the importance of handicrafts. 
he machine-made articles, welcomed by everybody because 
iii 
of the l ow prices, have brought about a change in the 
artistic tastes of people. The designs of ready-made goods, 
which are cons idered inferior, have taken the place of many 
traditional ornaments. This trend away from the use of 
traditional motifs has even affected people living in 
i solated rural areas. In Swiss Toggenburg, for ins tance, 
the women suddenly ceased to decorate the men's fol k cos-
tume with the anci ent embroidery patterns. Ins t ead they 
adopted the tasteless new designs which had been populari zed 
by manufacturers. Although the serious political situation 
of the two orld Wars had a somewhat moderating influence 
upon t he movement toward superficiality in design, the 
danger r emai ns that century- old symbolic motifs of great 
beauty might be forgott en because many people cons ider them 
unfashionable. 
This thesis is of general inter est in so far a s the 
influenc e of industrialization upon handi crafts and ornament 
has affected people all over the world. Sinc e the author of 
this study i s of Swiss nationality she wanted to choose 
subject matter for her thesis that would be of interest to 
iv 
American as well as Sw:ss people. The restored embroidery 
designs will be partlcularly valuable to Swiss Toggenburgers 
who are i nt er est ed in the pres~rvation of tr eir traditional 
costume designs. The information concerning the pagan 
symbolism of +he motifs probably is of special ilTterest to 
the A, erican r eader, becaus~ of the similarity between them 
and many of the familiB.r A e : can I. dian ornaments wh · ch a ... e 
also symbolic of paganis;n and sun worship. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Swiss people did beautiful embroidery work prior to the 
Machine-Age. Folk costumes for women as well as for men are 
among the many embroidery items of t hat era. The folk 
costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of Toggenbur g is one of 
the many examples which give credi t to the excellent taste 
and workmanship of the Swi ss embroiderer who lived before 
the influence of industrialization was felt. Dur ing t he 
development and improvement of the machines, however, the 
traditional embroidery designs gradually lost t hei r popular-
ity and were replaced by t he new inferior motifs which were 
used on machine-made goods. 
The change in embroidery designs was indicative of an 
over-all development toward superficial i ty in custom and 
tradi tion. 'rhe industrial revolution, as stated above, was 
one reason for this movement, but not t he only one. The 
political security that Switzerland had enjoyed for many 
years is another reason why t he people became careless about 
native customs. Folk costumes, for instance, were put a s ide 
and considered old-fashioned. If t hey were worn, it was 
merely to attract tourists. Credit must be given here to 
the Alpine herdsmen of Toggenbur g who were about t he only 
Swiss still cherishing t heir folk costume. While the 
embroidery motifs of the Toggenburg folk costume were 
decreasing, other Swiss people had ceased to wear folk 
costumes at all. 
The serious political situation of the First World War 
made Swiss people respect anew the customs and traditions 
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of their forefathers. Slowly a counter-movement was brought 
forward. A few Swiss men and women formed an association 
to support native handwork and traditional design. A second 
association was founded to encourage research on authentic 
Swiss folk costumes so that they could be restored for con-
temporary use. This association publishes a periodical, 
and it was in one of these magazines that an article was 
written on the folk costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of 
1 Toggenburg. The purpose of the article was to show the 
difference between t he distinctive beauty of the traditional 
embroidery motifs and the poor designs that had taken their 
place after the industrial revolution. It is now the inten-
tion of the author of this thesis to revive some of the 
original embroidery ornaments for the vest of the folk cos-
tume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of Toggenburg. The author 
hopes that this study may contribute to the adaptations of 
ancient designs for contemporary use, and that it will bring 
1 Albert Edelmann, "Vom roten Bauernbrusttuch, " 
Heimatleben, Zeitschrift der Schweizerischen Trachten-
vereinigung, (Nr. 2/3 l949°T; PP• 74-75• 
to the attention of a s large a group of r eaders as poss ible 
the beauty of the century- old embroid ery motifs. 
The investigations have been limit ed to t he folk cos-
tume :orn by t he Alpine herdsmen of Toggenburg. he main 
emphasis in the study has been placed upon the embroidery 
designs of t he vest. Compari s ons between this particular 
costume and other fo l k costumes of Switzerland would be 
inter esting , but a study of this wider scope s hould be done 
in Switzerland itself whe r e mor e authentic data would be 
available . 
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The bibliography is short i n that l iter a t ure on the 
subject is limited. Some i nfor mation for t he study has been 
attained t hrough t he author's parents who live in Switzer-
land and took up personal contact with people living in 
Toggenburg . 
Literature on symbol ic and traditional motifs of the 
Swiss Toggenbur gers and on Swiss fo l k costumes in genera l 
i s scarce be caus e r esearch in this fi eld has been neglected. 
It i s important to study available literature and document s 
on this subject matt er to recor d historic costumes, 
embroidery designs and t echniques. 
CHAPTER II 
LIFE IN TOGGENBURG 
Toggenburg is a small section of the Swiss canton of 
St.Gallen. 1 The countryside is mountainous and unusually 
charming. Little farmhouses are scattered over the sloping 
hills. Alt-St. Johann, which is shown on Plate II, is a 
typical example of a Toggenburg village. Close to the 
church are the school-house, maybe two or three hotels, and 
a few stores. Aft.er school is over in the evening the boys 
and girls stop by the grocery to pick up a few necessities 
before they go back to their remote homesteads. During the 
summer the children ride to school on their bicycles. In 
the morning they enjoy driving down the steep slopes, but 
on th0 ir way home they have to push the bicycles up the 
wind'ng roads. The children are familiar with each tree 
they pass and know well who owns the different properties. 
Th~ older boys keep an eye on the growth of trees and grass 
and check which herdsman gets the most apples and whose 
grass has grown highest. During the tourist season the 
children might meet some foreigners, and they like to tell 
them the various names of the mountain peaks, how high each 
l A Swiss canton corresponds with an American state. 
Plate II 
Alt-St.Johann 
A Typical 'i'oggenburg Village 
By courtesy of 
HANS GROSS, PHOTOGRAPHER 
St.Gallen, Switzerland 
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one is and how many hours it would take to climb one. 
Tourists enjoy spanding their vacations in Toggenburg, where 
in summer they come for mountain climbing , and in winter 
for skiing. The vi s itor find s in Toggenburg the peace and 
qui etness he misses so much in the noi sy cities. No wonder 
the Alpine herdsmen pref er har d labour to a restless city 
life down in the valley. On the Al ps the herdsmen and their 
fami l i es do not have the comforts whi ch people enjoy in 
cities, but t hey would not want to trade pl aces with the 
city dwellers. The 'roggenburg herdsmen pref er to l ive close 
to their mountains where t hey have spent their childhood, 
and continue taking care of the land of their forefather s. 
The Al pine homest eads are dear to the owners because for 
many generations their ancestors have spent lifetimes of 
hard work on them. A marked difference can be not ed between 
these modest Alpine herdsmen and the Swiss people living in 
the centers of trade and industry. 
Switzerland is a comparatively densely populat ed 
country, but in the mountainous Toggenburg the inhabitants 
are f ew in number because of climatic conditions and the 
shortage .of good productive land . In the twenty- five 
communities of Toggenburg there are only about 60 ,000 inhab-
itants. The lower communities use the water power of the 
rushing Thur River for industry. The Upper-Toggenburg, how-
ever, is inhabited almost exclusively by Alpine herdsmen. 
The average herdsman seldom owns more than three acres of 
land. These few acres provide just about enough hay and 
grass for six cows. Each acre of land is laboriously 
t ended , due to the fact that new agricultural machines 
cannot be used sj_nce the land is steep and hilly. The 
grass is cut by land, and the hay is carried home on head 
and shoulders. All summer long the herdsmen are busy making 
hay- to have enough fodder for the cows during the long 
winter months . If the summer months happen to be cold and 
rainy, however, the herdsman is forced to sell some of his 
cattle since he cannot afford to buy any fodder except what 
his lanJ produces . He is dependent upon the weather and 
upon "luck in the stableft, as the Toggenbur ger says. If 
one of the cows gets s ick it is a great misfortune for the 
whole family . Hence the herdsman goes to church every 
Sunday with wife and children to pray for health and good 
weather so that they can all have enough to eat and warm 
clothes in wint er . 
The Toggenburgers look forward each year to the 
"Alpaufzug". his is a f estival which takes place a·t the 
beginning of the summer. On this day all herdsmen take 
their cattle to a higher Alp to spend the summer there. At 
least that i s the way it used to be . Nowadays most 
Toggenburgers only send the yearlings up to the "Summer-Alp" 
where another herdsman is in char ge of them. This is the 
r eason why it is sometimes impossible to buy milk, butter 
and cheese on a "Summer-Al p". The tourists are puzzled by 
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this situation, as they usually do not understand why dairy 
products cannot be purchased when they see cattle everywhere 
and while they are hearing the so-called "cowbells" ring. 
The herdsmen proudly wear their colorful folk costumes for 
the "Alpaufzug", in fact the finest ones they have are used 
for this occasion. And while they are leading the cattle 
in long rows up the steep mountain paths one can hear the 
echo of their yodelling all day long. 
The farm wife is in charge of the neat little garden 
which is in front of every house. She plants a few rows of 
potatoes and some green vegetables for the family. Of 
course, whenever possible the women and children help with 
other outdoor work. Many boys and girls living in 
'oggenburg do not like school vacation since that means 
only extra work for them. 
The houses in Toggenbur g are provided with electric 
lights, but there is no running water in the kitchen. Each 
morning the water has to be brought in from the outside 
fountain . Usually close to the kitchen sink there is a 
wooden bench and on it are the copper kettles filled with 
water for cooking and washing. Generally meals are prepared 
on wood stoves and all the laundry has to be washed by hand. 
The bedrooms on the upper floors cannot be heated. Instead, 
each family member has a warm cherrystone bag to take to 
bed. The houses lack nearly all comfort or convenience, 
however, there is a charming quaintness about them. When 
passing one of these homesteads, with the dark weathered 
shingles, the large red tile roofsi and the three rows of 
little windows, ona feels like stopping to have a friendly 
talk with the family. 
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The Toggenburg residents spend their leisure time 
differently than the Swiss people who live in the cities. 
1'here are no theaters nearby showing sensational movies. 
These people probably have never seen an opera or a stage 
play., After the daily work is done, the family sit,s togeth-
er in front of the house, watching the sun go down behind 
the Alps. Before they loek the stable they bring some salt 
to the goats and spend a few minutes talking to the animals. 
Maybe they sing, shaking cowbells to the melody. Plate III 
shows two Alpine herdsmen with their cowbells. They carry 
them hung on a wooden stick that they have put on their 
shoulders so that the weight of the heavy bells rests upon 
their whole bodies. The Toggenburgers also like to blow 
the Alphorn. This famous instrument is simply a hollowed 
tree trunk. They a.re sometimes as long as twelve to fifteen 
feet. Once in a while there is a dance on Saturday night 
for the young folks .. On Sunday afternoon the community 
might gather around the schoolyard where the village band 
plays a few marches. 'l'hese simple people ®njoy little 
pleasures, but they are content and happy. 
Now and then. one can find a Toggenburg family making 
some extra money with the "home industryn. The term, 
Ple.te III 
'111r10 Alpine Herdsmen Shaking Cowbells 
By courtesy of 
PHOTO SCHILDKNECHT 
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tthome industry", refers to any craft work that Alpine Swiss 
men and women do,. whether it is woodwork, metalwork, 
weaving, embroidering or sewing. During the cold winter 
months when there is no outdoor work for the Toggenburg 
women, they are glad to spend their time weaving, embroider-
ing, or sewing. It is somewhat tragic that since machines 
have made cheap mass-production possible the "home industrytt 
has disappeared almost completely. Although industrializa-
tion has nearly destroyed this important income of the 
Toggenburg families, the vest shown in Plate I was made by 
a Toggenburg woman who still is engaged in Hhome industry." 
By the turn of the last century almost all Swiss people 
ceased to wear folk costumes, but the Alpine herdsmen of 
Toggenburg have continued to wear their traditional costume. 
Living their own lives on the Alps, they do not care much 
about other people's fashion trends. The only change that 
indicated the general superficiality of the time was the 
substitution of' new embroidery designs for the traditional 
motifs used as decoration of the costume. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOLK COSTUJ)!IE WORN BY 
ALPINE HERDSMEN OF SWISS TOGGENBURG 
Folk costumes are continuously influenced by the gen-
eral fashion trends, develop slowly 9 and keep on changing 
from generation to generation. Julie Heierli, a Swiss 
author who made extensive studies of Swiss costumes, states 
that characteristic clothing worn by the farmer can always 
be traced back to world fashions of the past. A certain 
fashion that is in high vogue among the nobility can be 
found about fifty years later among the artisans and 
tradesmen of the cities, whence it is slowly passed on to 
rural people. The farmers change the style according to 
their own tastes and the costume remains in vogue from one 
to two hundred years.1 The author would like to add that 
this statement is a somewhat vague generalization that 
Julie Heierli probably based upon the majority of historical 
European cases she studied. In regard to contemporary 
fashion of the farmers and rural people, Julie Heierli's 
assumption is no longer true because of the increased inter-
communication. However, while studying the development of 
1 
p. 9. 
Julie Heierli, 12!.! Volkstrachten 9:!.£ Ostschweiz, 
the folk costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of Swiss 
Toggenburg it is valuable to keep in mind how conservative 
the European farmers were in their fashions. 
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At the beginning of the 16th century the Spanish Empire 
reached its zenith. As a result, we find the Spanish spirit 
and fashion in all European countries. 2 It was a very 
ela.b.orate fashion. People spent a lot of money for expen-
sive fabrics, laces and jewelry. The Swiss government, 
wanting to lead the light-hearted people back to a more 
serious and modest life., required that everyone wear dark 
costumes without jewelry to church and for mourning. Since 
church services were attended frequently and mourning cos-
t;umes had to be worn not only in case of death within the 
immediate family but for the whole kinship as well, there 
was little opportunity left for dressing in fashionable 
cos·t.ume. 3 
In the 17th century, France began to rule the fashion 
world. French influence caused some change in the clothing 
tradition of the Swiss people,. but the new fashion was no 
less luxurious than the Spanish fashion o.f the preceding 
century. Expensive imported fabrics, brocades, damasks, 
fine linen, laces and furs were popular. The Swiss ruling 
2 
3 
Ibid .. , p .• 10. 
ill!!· 
elas$ wanted to prevent the ordinary citizen from dressing 
luxuriously, but the nobility itself wanted to enjoy all 
the fashion frivolities. The rulers divided the people 
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into four groups and made specific clothing laws for each 
one of the four different cla,sses, yet somehow the people 
managed to get around the laws~ Portraits and paintings of 
the 17th century prove th.at the rules were not followed. too 
closely; nevertheless, the ,:lothing laws were continually 
renewed for a.bout 150 years although in a progressively 
4 more liberal form. 
At the end of the 18th century most farmers living in 
the eastern part of Switz,erland had not~yet developed a 
typical fashion of their own and simply wore old-fashioned 
city clothes .. The Alpine herdsmen of Toggenburg,, however, 
had already evolved their 01:im style of dress. 5 
Mr. Ebel, a Ger.man doctor, traveled in 1789 across 
Swi t.zerland. After his journey he wrote a detailed 
description of the costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen in 
Toggenburg. He must have been amazed by their extra-
ordinary way of dressing. He writes: 
It is worth while to describe this peculiar cos-
tume in detail. The men wear a short jacket, a 
veet, and long pants which go all the way down 
to the shoes. The pants are held up by broad 
4 !lli.·, p. l2o 
5 Ibid., p. 33. 
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suspenders. Without~ t,he latter the herdsmen would 
look like real 'wit~hout~-pants-men' because the 
pants are worn so low that the bot;tom of the shirt-
back nearly always shows. Some people say that 
they do so otrc of coquetry. This cannot be tr-uei' 
as I have seen old and serious men dress that way .. 
·roday when I went for a walk I noticed that the 
housewives and girls peeped through the windows 
and made fun of me. When I asked a woman for the 
reason she answered: 'You are too ridiculous.~ 
She thought it very strange that I had my pants 
buttoned above the hips. I, on the other hand, 
f"ound it peculiar that the pants of these men 
barely reached up to the hipbone. Custom and 
tradition have an unbelievable influence on our 
way of thinking. 
Vest, and jacket are made of a heavy cloth and 
differ in color from each ot;her. 'rhe designs of 
vests and jackets vary somewhat but all of them 
have white metal buttons which are a special 
favorite of these men. 'rhe vest is always worn 
open so that. the white shirt contrasts with the 
scarlet color of the vest .. The long pants are 
made of good stuff. They call this fabric ticking. 
'fhe soft yellow ticking looks fron1 a distance like 
leather. The whole outfit is light and comfortable 
to wear and at.the same time very dressy .. The 
Alpine herdsmen do not like to be buttoned up in 
tight clothing. A lot of them go around without jacket.. They simply wear the vest, and have the 
shirt sleeves rolled up ·to show off their strong 
arms .. Never in my life have I seen such muscular 
arms. 
The Toggenburgers want their shirts to be 
snow-white. Some of the younger herdsmen are very 
particular about their yellow pants.. 'rhey brush 
them up with the yolk of ·the egg to make the color 
always look new, and put on embroidered suspenders. 
This is their most beautiful outfit. 
Long pants, a 11 F'utter-shirt" made of yellow 
ticking or heavy linen, and a round leather cap 
are worn on weekdays. 'rhe 'Futter-shirt" is a jacket, without buttons, made like an ordinary 
shirt with a neck opening in front. It can be 
put on like a shirt. All the boys I have seen 
today were dressed in this manner. Even adult$ 
go out that way if they do not have the money 
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for the Sunday outfit ti During sumr.aer months 
people go barefooted and wear shoes and stockings 
only for mountain climbinge 
The whole Sunday outfit is not worth even 
twenty florins, whereas one of the beautiful big 
cowbells ·with the leather strap$ cos-cs more than 
one-hundred and thirty florinso 0 
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Dr .. Ebel"s description is in agreement with oil paint-
ings, contemporary to his time:, which show Alpine herdsmen 
of 'l'oggenburga Julie Heierli 11 however, questions the 
statement about the egg treat.ment of the pants made of 
ticking., She gives the following clarification~ during 
the 19th century tight yellow leather knee pants became 
popular among the Alpine herdsmen .. They were worn only 
for special events.. fi1e yolk of the egg was used to 
freshen the color of the leather" It is probable that the 
first leat;her knee pants had been worn prior to Dro Ebel 1 s 
writing 9 and it is possible that he merely did not realize 
the difference between the leather and the pants made of 
t O l . 7 l.C n.ngc 
u. 
1'he pants were worn low on the hips, howeverll this is 
1., 
not only a local characteristic, but can be found in other 
localities as wello The expression wa. pair of pants~' is 
reminiscent of the time when ·trousers were so low on the 
hips that they really consisted of two separate parts which 
-·------6 
7 p .. 34. 
were merely held together by a belto The extremely long 
legs 8 of tho pants ·were typical of the Toggenburg costume. 
'rhe long suspenders of the low-slung pants naturally 
18 
kept, on slj_ding mre:r t.he shoulders; so in order to hold them 
in place, a strap was added across the chest.. Th5,s strap is 
still used on the contemporary costume even though the sus-
penders are now shorter in length, as can be seen on Plate 
IV. Originally the chest straps were .made of a scarlet 
cloth and embroidered w:Lth fine straw, various colored 
woolen yarns or metal thread. Nowadays these straps are 
made of leather and embellished with metalwork .. 9 
The herdsmen are well known for their cleanliness .. 
Dr., Ebel refers to it by mentioning the importance of the 
snow-white shirt. Usually the shirt was left open in front., 
but sometimes it, was closed with a double knot or a heart-
shaped silver buckle. The long sh:irt sleeves were always 
and still are worn rolled back. l'he muscular arms about 
which Dr. Ebel writes are t.he pride of the herdsmen and 
10 indicate how hard the 'i'oggenburgers have to work. 
'rhe complete costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of the 
late 18th century consisted of shirt, linen pants, maybe an 
overshirt or a vest, a leather cap or a straw hat, the 
g 
~., p. 36. 
9 !.!2.li·, p. 37. 
10 Ibid., 
-
p. 36 .. 
Farewell from the 11Summer-Alp" 
Plate IV 
By courtesy of 
PHOTO GABERELL 
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tobacco pipe and the tobacco pouch. Julie Heierli empha-
sizes that there was no coat. The fact that the Toggenburg 
herdsmen never used heavy coats, not even in winter, is the 
reason that no vests of the 'foggenburg costume have a back 
made simply of lining material. The whole I'oggenburg vest, 
including the back., is made of 'the heavy vest fabric. 11 
Vests for men are ordinarily meant to be worn under a coat 
so tha:t only the front of the vest can be seen., and in that 
case a lining material for the back of the vest is 
sufficient. 
In 1819 the Zurcher artist Ludwig Vogel still painted 
the herdsmen in ·the pants of the preceding century. In one 
of his pictures he shows a Toggenburger with a handkerchief 
around his hips to hold the shirt together so tha.t it would 
not slip out of the low pants .. Today the handkerchief is 
merely used for a decorative purpose as it is worn around 
the waist since the pants are no longer low on the hips. 
The herdsman of Plate IV wears one of these decorative 
handkerchiefs., which are printed in rich colors with herds-
men, cows., and verses, and are produced extensively to sell 
to ·tourists as souvenirs .. 12 
11 
12 
!lli_ • ., P• J6. 
~[!2iq_ .. 
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costurne of the Alp:Lne herdsnen.. According t;o this writing 
the outfit for w0<.~biays consisted c,f pants r1ade cu.t of 
ticking$ a t Futter-shirt 1 , and a. little round leather cap .. 
For Sunday clothes the costume included yellow leather 
pants with overlapping white stockings, a snow ... white shirt., 
a red vest., suspenders with a. brass name: and a colored 
neckscarf' held together in front by a ring, A jacket is 
1-::· 
mentioned for cold winter days.~ 
Yellow leather knee pants, as stated in this document., 
were only worn on Sundays because they were tight and stiff 
and hence uncomfortable to wear. rJowa.days these peculiar 
leather knee pants are worn once in a while as a curiosity 
on some special occasion .. F'or the contemporary Sunday 
costumes knee pants of the same design are still in use but 
the leather has been replaced almost entirely by yellow 
cloth14, as is illustrated on Plates III and IV. 
An authentic painting of 1$41 shows an Alpine herdsman 
in his Sunday outfit. His white shirt now has a collar 
with a neckscarf. The en.ds of the scarf are held together 
in front by a pin. Since the pants come all the way up to 
the waist, the vest is made shorter so that the printed 
handkerchi.ef which is used as a belt can be seen .. The 
13 
14 
illfi .. , P• 37= 
Ib:ido 
-
scarlet color .of the vest was changed to a bright red, the 
same bright red that is still used for the vests of' today. 
'rhe jewelry of' the herdsman consists of an earring, a 
modest watch chain that hangs down on his right leg, a 
neckpin and shoe buckles made of silver.15 
'l1he essential items of the rroggenburg folk costume of 
the 19th century were the white shirt, the yellow knee 
pants., and the elaborately embroidered red vest. It is 
interest;ing to note that the contemporary folk costume, 
which is described in detail in Chapter IV, basically re-
mains ·the same. 
Ibid., P• 37• 
·-
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CHAPTER IV 
CO:M,:PLgTE LIST OF THE ITEMS OF I'HE 
CON'rE:J:J1PORARY FOLK COSTU:MJ~ 
The contemporary folk costume worn by the Alpine herds-
men of Swiss Toggenburg includes vest, pants, shirt, jacket, 
headdress, shoes, stockings and accessorieso Each one of 
these item.s is discussed in the following pages in the 
sequence listed above .. 
Until the end of the 18th century the vest was made of 
a scarlet cloth, then later on the color was changed t.o a 
bright red. The scarlet vest did not have a collar .. Since 
the vest was always 1Horn open, the two upper front corners 
were rolled back and later became the revers. Because the 
herdsmen never used coats, not even in winter, there are no 
vests with a back simply made of lining material~ as it is 
so oft;en done on vests for men. During the 19th century a 
small mandarin style collar was added to the neckline. The 
small collar, the revers, the pockets, and the edge all the 
way around the vest are embellished with rich silk 
embroidery. Two rows of buttons are sewn on in front, one 
on either side of the vest. Originally the silver buttons 
were of ball shape .. Nowadays they are more often flat 2 
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square in shape 6 and chased., Buttons and buttonholes serve 
merely a decorative purpose. That the ves·t is never worn 
closed is illustrated on Plates III, IV and v. Plate I 
shows a vest that the author ordered from Toggenburg to 
study material, embroidery design and workmanship. 
'rhe style of the former leather knee pants, which have 
no fly-opening, is preserved in the contemporary Sunday 
costume, Yellow cloth now replaces the leather. Examples 
of these yellow knee pants are shown on Plates III and IV. 
For working days long pant.s reaching down to the ankles are 
2 
worn. They are made of brown half-linen. 
The Sunday shirt is usually worn without a tie and 
sometimes even without the detachable collar since the front 
of it is embellished with elaborate hand-embroidery 
representing the "Alpauf'zugn. How elaborate the shirt 
embroidery is can well be seen on Plates Vl and VII. It 
takes many hours of' intricate work to embroider an 
"J.\lpaufzugtt and therefore only the best of material is used 
for this decoration. Once a shirt is worn out, the embroid-
ery is carefully ripped off and then applied to a new one. 
For special events a little colored silk scarf is used in-
stead of a tie. Its ends are held together by a brass pin 
1 
2 
Ibid., p .. 39 .. 
-
Ibid. 
-
Toggenburg Boys 
By courtesy of 
the association 
Pla.te V 
,rsch1'iJEIZERISCHE TRACH'I'EN':TEREINIGUNG" 

flate VII 
Shirt Embroidery Representing 
the uAlp-.Auf zug~i 
(See text Chapters II and IV) 
Plate VI 
Alpine Herdsmen in Sunday Shirt 
By courtesy of 
the association 
uscHWEIZEHISCH:&~S HEHiA'rvmm;;:•1 
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decorated with cows, dogs, farmhouses, trees and herdsmen. 
Long sleeves are always worn rolled up, not to show off the 
muscular arms but for comforto3 
A white jacket is worn on cooler days. It is decorated 
with embroidery in rich colors. Although the jacket has 
buttons and buttonholes on the front opening, it is never 
worn closed but always left open, as is the vesto 4 The 
jacket shm,m on Plate V has no collar whereas the Alpine 
herdsmen of Plate VI wears a jacket with a lay-down collar. 
In the past little round leather caps or 
stocking caps were worn to work .. They are no 
longer popular. To the contemporary Sunday 
costume belongs a black felt hat. Its edge is 
less broad and the hat i·tself less high than 
originally. The hat is adorned with artificial 
flowers, a silv.er filigree buckle and colored 
ribbons.5 
The overall shape of the hat can be compared with the felt 
hats generally worn by modern men, although it is somewhat 
more squat in proportion, as is illustrated by Plates III 
and IV. 'rhe felt is of heavy quality. The author considers 
the artificial flowers, which are sometimes used as a means 
of decoration, as bad taste and prefers the hats adorned 
with natural Alpine flowers~ 
3 Ibid., P• 40. 
-
4 ill!!· J p. 41. 
5 Ibid., P• 39. 
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Shoes and stockings are only ·worn for long walks or on 
Sundaya., During the weel,;: the h(irdsmen for the most part go 
barefooted.,, 6 Exru:,ples of shor~s and s-tockings ar(i shown in 
Pla:te VIII ,1 The h.@avy low-..cut., $hoes s.10ldo111 can be seen 
w:i.thout. s.tlv,~:r b11ckles., The st.ockir .. gs a.re3 krdtted of whit.e 
cotton yarn in pretty pa:tt,erns.. The stockings overlap the 
yellow pants under the knees where they are held in place 
by a leather band. Qmbellished with silver buckles.? 
The accessories worn by the Alpine herdsmen include the 
following described items. The tobacco pipe is decorated 
with fine silver-work, that can be seen on Plate VI. A 
leather tobacco pouch which sometimes has a bottom made of 
fine brass-work is used with the pipe. Another favorite 
item is the earring with the little cheese-spoon hanging 
from it, which is illustrated on Plates III and IV. 'fhe 
dangling cheese-spoon is so long that it almost reaches its 
wearer's shoulder. 'I'he cheese-spoon, which is made of gold, 
is the emblem of the Alpine herdsmen. Only one earring is 
worn, on the left ear, and the right ear is left free .. On 
weekdays a less elaborate flat metal plate takes the place 
of the dangling earring .. Neckpin and suspenders are deco-
rated with motifs such as cows, dogs, trees, and farmhouses. 
6 
7 
~"'' p .. 40. 
Ibid. 
-
Plate VIII 
Shoes iti th Buckles 
and 
Handknitted Stockings 
By courtesy of 
the association 
wsscHlrfBIZERISCHES HEI!t!IATWERKH 
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'l'he herdsn1en shovm in Plates III and IV wea.r neckpinsj) and a 
pair of ~laborately embellished suspt-:md:ars can be .fom1d on 
.Plate VL, 'I'he pocket vmtch 7rliTith its b:;iaut:ifu1 silver chain 
:i.s also an important accessory .. The chain is supposed to be 
hung around the neck., but it is often simply put into the 
pocket o The Alpine hc1rdsmo11 like to wear a collection o:f 
coins dangling from tht1i1· chain" This used ·to be done in 
earlier days by thtJ noblf~men~ Some chains have as many as 
thirty co;Lns attached to them.. They ·weigh up to five pounds 
and are of' c<.n1.siderable value !rJith all the new and old 
the best, kn<Y!Pm item ()f i;he 11og;g~nburg costume among 
foreigners and Swiss people other than rroggenburgers 
probably the handkerchief 1.ib.i.ch the herdsmen wear around 
the waist" These handkerchiefs are print~ed in rich colors 
·wit.h herdsmen, cows,. and verses, and a.re often sold to 
tourist,s as souvenirs., 
The contemporary folk costume worn by the Alpine herds-
men of Swiss 'Poggenburg, consisting of' vest/J pants/? shirt 1 
jacket;;, headdress 2 shoes, stockings and accessories.s 
remained. in :i.ts b,:isic form the costmne of the 19th century .. 
However, t:.he embroidery motifs of the vest underwent a 
cha_nge that. is significant .. 
CHAPTER V 
TRADI'l'IONAL AND NgW EHBROIDEH.Y 
MOTIFS OF' THE VEST 
The red vest is the most elaborate item of the folk 
costume worn by the Alpine herdsmen of Toggenburg, and 
special attention was always given to the decoration of the 
vest~ 'fhe revers, the collar., the pocket,s, and the edge 
all the way around the vest., are embellished with rich silk 
embroidery. 'l'he sun-wheel, the whirl-flower, and the 
spiral., which are shown on Plate IX., are the traditional 
embroidery moctifso Some other motifs that had been popular 
until the turn oi' the last century are stylized flowers 9 
such as the tulip of Plate IX., leaves., branches, and the 
tree of life.1 
The sun-wheel symbolizes the origin of all life, and is 
supposed to bring happiness. Many different variations of 
the sun-wheel can be found on the embroidered vests .. The 
circle, which represents the sun-wheel, may be subdivided 
into four, six, eight, or twelve parts. Some sun-wheels 
are shown with a Christian cross in the center .. 'The sub-
division into four parts represents the four seasons of the 
1 Albert Edelmann., YPlli roten Bauernbrusttuch, p. 3. 
Traditional Vest Embroideries 
Top: Sun-Wheel with Spiral 
Middle: Whirl-Flower 
Bottom: Tulip 
Plate IX 
By courtesy of 
ALBERT EDELMANN 
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year .. If the sun-wheel consists of twelve parts it refers 
to the, twelve months. The sun-wheel with eight subdivisions 
is a symbol of an ancient pagan dance which was devoted to 
the sun. The Toggenbure boys used to do this dance for a 
long time without knowing its origin and its symbolic mean-
ing. Eight boys danced in a circle, four of them having the 
red vest on, while the other four wore only the snow-white 
shirt. It is also interesting to note that in some European 
areas the grass is still cut in circles reminiscent of 
ancient pagan custom. By cutting in circular movements sun-
wheel motifs are created, and these circles a.re completed 
with either four or eight grass cuts. Still another contem-
porary tradition exists that dates back to the early pagan 
symbolism of the sun-wheel. In one particular part of 
Switzerland springtime is announced each year by the swing-
ing of burning wooden plates. In preceding centuries the 
0 sun-wheel swinging" was popular in many areas, including 
2 Toggenburg. 
In Swiss excavations of early dwellings a dresspin was 
discovered that is decorated with the sun-wheel motif. The 
pin is believed to be more than three thousand years old .. 
The preceding date indicates that the sun-wheel has been an 
important motif for many centuries.3 
2 
3 
~., P• 3., 
Ibid. 
The whirl-flower and the spiral are two other ancient 
motifs which are symbolic of the sun.. '£he whirl-flower has 
been found on several eighth century marble plates of a 
Swiss cathedral., 4 T'he sun-wheel, whirl-flower, and spiral 
have the circle in corm.non., Their original symbolism has 
been forgotten for .many generations. Nevertheless., they 
have been continuously used as means of decoration because 
of their simple beauty .. 5 
During the last few decades these ancient motifs 
suddenly ceased t;o be popular,,, and new motifs took their 
place .. 'l'he roots of this change in the decorative forms can 
be found in t,he last century when industrialization and mass 
production ~:rtarted to spread,, The manufacturers which 
sought to sell their products in the cities as well as in 
rural areas easily won the hearts of the people with ·their 
low priced articles .. The old motifs., however, were not 
suitable for mass production" and the manufacturers sought 
to develop designs that were entirely new for the consumers. 
New decorative mot.,ifs had to be found$ and some .Alpine Swiss 
flowers seemed to be exactly what the manufacturers desired. 
'I1:eue copies of the flowers could soon be seen on all kinds 
of Swiss souvenirs. The new designs were printed on scarves 
and handkerchief's, painted on wooden spoons and boxes 11 or 
li, 
~·» p .. 3 .. 
5 Ibid .. I p .. 6~ 
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embossed in leather belts and purses.. 'rhe "Edelweissir 
became. the most popular of all the floral motifs. The word 
"Edelweiss'u means ~pure whiteii., and is the name of a flower 
t,hat grows upon high rocks in the Swiss Alps where no other 
vegetation is possible. The plant is shown on Plate X. 
Every year some ambitious tourists who try t,o climb the 
rocks and pick the "Edelweissi,a slide during their advent~ure 
and fall to their deaths. People are impressed by the.se 
accidents. When the nEdelweis.srs started to appear on 
manufactured goods they could be sold easily; and it did not 
matter how tasteless the beautiful flower looked on the 
souvenir. Few people realized that although the Alpine 
flowers are beautiful out in nature 'c.hey appear crude when 
used as a decorative motif in a naturalistic manner. Many 
foreigners and even some Swiss people began to think of the 
ttEdelweiss"2 as an emblem of Swis.s patriotism or as t;he 
symbol of Toggenburg. Craftsmen., too, changed their 
decorative motifs according to the new fashion to please 
their customers. The Toggenburg wives lightheartedly put 
the traditional embroidery designs aside to place whole rows 
of clumsy HEdelweiss'' on the vests of the men's costumes. 
Finally, some twenty-five years ago, a :few Swiss men and 
women got together to counteract this general development .. 
They formed an association to support true handwork and 
revive traditional design.. To bring back the aut~hentic 
emb~oidery mo·tif s for the vest of the Toggenburg folk 
"Edelweissn 
By courtesy of 
PHOTO GABERELL 
Plate X 

costum.e is only one of the many goeJ.s for which they are 
striving .. The contemporary political situation seems to 
support, them tn i:;h.eir work; the instability in world affairs 
makes Swiss people appreciate folklore and makes them turn 
back to the traditions of the:ir forefathers .. On the other 
hand, there is th.e ever increasing industrialization which 
definitely points away from tradition .. Nevertheless,, when 
the author received the vest l'lhich ·was ordered for the study 
fro:m. 'Ioggenburg, she was happy to see that the main 
embroidery motif of the revers is the sun-wheel. {The 
ordered vest, is shovm on Plate I).. The "Edeh·.reissit, 
hrJ11iever, is still in high vogue. 'l'he illustration of Plate 
IV, for instance, is taken from a. recent publication and 
shows a vest embroidered with the ffEdelweiss .. i 9 In fact, 
among the many recently published post cards and calendars 
that ·the author collect,ed and studied she could not find a 
single representation of a vest ornaro.ented 1rJ"i th one of the 
traditional embroidery designs$ 
CHAPTER VI 
THREE RES'rORED EMBROIDERY DESIGNS 
The t~hree embroidery patterns restored by the author 
are shm,m on Plates XI, XII, and XIII.. The motifs are based 
upon tradit,ional embroidery designs of Toggenburg vests,, 
For the central ormiments of t,he revers the sun-wheel., as on 
Plate XI, the whirl-flower, as on Plate XII, and the tulip, 
as on Plate XIII, have been chosen.. The designs for t.;he 
borders are variations of zigzag lines .. By studying pic-
tures of Toggenburg vests of the last century the author 
found the borders invariably composed of zigzags in one form 
or another and followed therefore the same principle .. 
The material that the author has used for her embroi-
deries was ordered from Toggenburg. 'fhe fabric of the vest 
is a red wool broadcloth that is slightly napped both on 
the right and the wrong side .. The thread used for the 
embroidery is a buttonhole twist .. The rich colors of the 
twist add considerably to the effectiveness of the decora-
tion .. The main colors are two different tones of green, 
two different, tones of yellow, dark red and whi'Ge. Pink, 
brown» and red, have been used for a few details .. 'I'his 
color combination corresponds with vest embroideries of the 
last century except for the blue hues which, according to a 
Plate XI 
Restored Embroidery Design: Sun-Wheel 
By the author 

Plate XII 
Restored Embroidery Design: Whirl-Flower 
By the author 

Plate XIII 
Restored Emb:i.:-o.idery Design: 'J:1ul:tp 
By the author 
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statement of Albert Edelmam1:. used to be popular in the 
. '" past .. ,,, The litit,le steel beads blend in beautifully wit,h the 
rich colors and give t.he embroidery an even more elaborate 
quality, but the ma,jority of pictures which t,he author 
studied. show vest ornamentations wit.hout beads. The author 
used th.0 bead13 for all of her three embroidery designs, how-
ev,;!;r$ i;he $teel beads can well be left off on the three 
patterns if a somowhat less elaborate effect is preferred. 
'l'he i:;teps taken in making the -rrefft embroideries were: 
(l} designing the ornamentation., (2} tracing the des:.tgn 
on o:rgandy, {~:I) basting the organdy to the material of the 
vest, {4} b • ,'.I • em ro~uiering ll (5) r:Lpp:Lng t,he organdy off, 
thr12.iad by thready and { 6) applying ·t;he steel beads. 
The ornamentations were designed on paper pntterns in 
actttal shape and s:Lz·e of rev,Jrs, collar y and front section 
o.f the vest .. Special attention had to be paid t.o the corner 
treat,rn.ent.s of t.he triamgular revers. Si.nee each one of the 
three corners constitut:.ing the t~rianguL:1r rcnre.l"S of the vest 
consiots of a different angle than its two partner corners~ 
all three of them had to be treated individually., In order 
* Albert Edelmann., !2fil roten Dauernbry.st,tuch., P@ 6: 
tiThe colors ( of historic vest embroideries.} appear today as 
subtle hues because they are faded .. When :ripping off the 
lining material of the vests one di$covers on the protected 
backside of the embroideries brilliantly colored silk 
thread~ White, and bright yellows and greens, navy and sky-
blues ware the main colors used for these historic vest 
ernbroideries. s% 
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to obtain the three corner treatments of the revers rela-
ti.vely alike., the border ornamentation was drawn on a 
straight strip of paper 11hich was then folded in the various 
angles of the three corners. 
To transmit the designs from the paper to the organdy, 
the loosely woven fabric was placed on top of the paper 
designs .. Through the porous texture of organdy even the 
most intricate lines of the paper patterns are visible., and 
hence the,designed ornamentations can easily be traced to 
the organdy .. 
rrhe organdy has to be basted to the vest material so 
that the wrong side of the organdy faces the right side of 
the wool broadcloth, and because the organdy is easily 
pulled out of shape during embroidering the basting stitches 
have to be short .. 
On .Plates XIV 7 XV, and XVI., the embroidery stitches for 
each one of the three restored design.s are listed and ex-
plained in illustrations .. For the restored sun-wheel design 
, the following embroidery stitches have been used: Satin-
Stitch, Outline-Stitch, Lazy-Daisy-Stitch, "Wave-Stitch", 
••variation of Zigzag-Stitch", and ''Crowfoot-Stitch".. The 
st.itches used for the restored whirl-flower design are: 
Outline-Stitch, Satin-Stitch, Catch-Stitch, "Mesh-Stitch'', 
and n1oop-Stitchn, and the decorative stitches of the 
restored tulip design are: Satin-Stitch, Outline-Stitch, 
Lazy-Daisy-Stitch, "Zigzag-Stitch", and a combination of 
Plate XIV 
Stitches Used for the Restored Sun-Wheel Design 
a) Satin-Stitch, used for /'\ ~ 
r2'..\ ~ sun-wheel and leaves. 1.........__::: ;.  
b) Outline-Stitch, used for ~ 
the stems of the flowers c-e~~ 
and to outline sun-wheel, ~ 
leaves and border. 
c) Lazy-Dais7-Stitch, used 
for the little flowers. 
d) "Wave-Stitch", used 
for border. 
2 
e) "Variation of Zigzag-Stitch", 
used I'or border. 
f) "Crowfoot-Stitch", 
used for border. 
V 
I ( ZJ - o 
__} 8~ 
Plate XV 
Stitches Used for the Restored Whirl-Flower Design 
a) Outline-Stitch, used for the whirl-flowers, for the little 
circular flowers, for the stems of the flowers, and to 
outline the border; for illustration see Plate XIV, 
stitch b). 
b) Satin-Stitch, used for the leaves; for illustration see 
Plate XIV, stitch a). 
c) Catch-Stitch, used 
for border. 
d) "Mesh-Stitch", used 
for border. 
3 
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e) "LooE-Stitch", used 
for order. 
Plate XVI 
Stitches Used for the Restored Tulip Design 
a) Satin-Stitch, used for tulips, leaves and buds; for 
illustration see Plate XIV, stitch a). 
b) Outline-Stitch, used for the stems of the flowers and to 
outline tulips, buds and border; for illustration see 
Plate XIV, stitch b). 
c) Lazy-Daisy-Stitch, used for the little flowers and for the 
calyx of the tulips; for illustration see Plate XIV, 
stitch c). 
d) "Zi~zag-Stitch", 
use for border. 
e) Combination of "Variation of Zi!zag-Stitch" and "Mesh-
Stitch", used for border; for i lustration of "Variation of 
Zigzag-Stitch" see Plate XIV, stitch e), for illustration 
of "Mesh-Stitch" see Plate XV, stitch dJ, but instead of 
picking up the fabric the embroidery thread is picked up 
as shown below. 
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the 0 Varia:tion of Zigzag-3titcht~ and the i~:Mesh-S·citchit. The 
quotation marks indicate terms that are not authentic names 
of embroidery stitches. Investigat;,ions revealed that some 
of the most common embroidery stitches are not listed in 
the needlework books. On the other hand., when asking women 
who do embroidery work for t.he names of certain decorat,ive 
stitches., one will find that one and the sarne stitch is 
often referred to by seve:i:·al different names.. Because of 
this difficulty in tihe terminology of embroidery stitches 
some of the narnes, used in this thesis to re.fer to embroidery 
stitches are not authentic but simply the author's choice., 
'r11e work sketches of the Plat.es XIV, XV, and XVI, do not 
show the actual size of the various stitches so t,hat the 
illustrations be clearer. 
After embroidering the organdy has to be separated from 
the wool broadcloth. Each warp and each weft~ thread of the 
organdy is pulled out individually, thus leaving the 
embroidery on the face of the red broadcloth. Gare has to 
be taken that the embroidery twist is not pulled into loops 
during this process. 
When applying the steel beads to the fabric a thin 
sewing thread may be employedo 'rhis makes the use of a 
finer embroidery needle possible which can be easily pushed 
through t,he little holes of' the beads., Since the thread 
used to apply the beads to the fabric is not well visible, 
the change in thread does no·t affect the quality of the 
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emb:r·oid.ery design, howeve:r-., a strong enough thread should be 
chosen which does not; allo,,i the beads to be pulled off too 
readily .. 
CHAPTER VII 
IN CONCLUSION 
The vest of the folk costume worn by the Alpine h®rds-
men of Swiss Toggenburg is decorated. with rich silk 
embroider-5. Before the machine-age the embroidery motifs 
used for the Tcggenburg Yest were traditional ornaments" 
Some of these o:rnaraental forms can be traced back to ancient 
times and are remlnisce:at of early pagan symbolism. People 
living in Toggenburg during the last century no longer knew 
of the symbolic meaning o:f these designs., but the motifs 
continued to be used because of their distinct beauty. 
After the industrial revolution., however., the traditional 
ornaments lost their popularity., They were suddenly con-
sidered old-fashioned since ready-made articles with new 
designs were produced in great quantities. Among the new 
designs one finds true copies of Alpine Swiss flowers. 
These flowers are so beautiful and rare out in nature and 
so dear to the Swiss people that even the most tasteless 
imitations of them were welcomed. Few people realized that 
these naturalistic floral designs lacked beauty. Even the 
few craftsmen who went on doing handwork., in spite of the 
cheap mass production, were forced to adopt the net1 inferior 
designs because they were their customers' favorite 
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ornaments .. The women in Toggenburg, too, ceased to use 
their traditional designs and I) to keep up wi t:h the times, 
they placed whole rows of embroidered nEJ.elweiss'~ on the 
vests of the men~s folk costume .. 
The trend away fr•orn traditional designs reached a cli-
11:iax before the First World War., The serious political 
situation that followed had a somewhat moderating influence 
upon the movement .. Handwork began to be encouraged~ and 
research was begun on anc:ient c:rnd traditional motifs so that 
they could be restored for contemporary use .. However, while 
some Swiss people are trying to revive handwork and original 
designJl industrialization ·with its superficiality j_n orna.-
mentation is :1.ncreasing.. The danger remains that tradition-
al designs might be lost and forgotten .. It is important to 
record motifs of historic embroideries before they deterio-
rate, and to remind the few people who are ln poszession of' 
these valuable hist.or:.tc docwnents not to discard. them but to 
preserve the embroidery items as a family tr·easure or to 
give them to a museum. 
It would be interesting to compare the Toggenburg 
motifs which are reminiscent of Swiss p6tgan symbolism with 
the symbolic ornaments of pa.gan tribes such the North and 
South American Iri.dians., and wit,h the motifs of other 
cultures where paganism was practiced in past eras. It is 
very probable that one could find surprising similarities 
in the symbolic ornamental forms in the remotest areas .. 
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